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NetBeans  Ruby and Rails IDE with JRuby (FirstPress)Apress, 2008

	As Ruby and Rails continues to grow, and more and more jobs are coming online that require you to effectively develop Ruby and Rails in the web tier. Beyond the Rails framework, there are still very few proven tools and IDEs to get the job done, at least until now. The NetBeans Ruby and Rails IDE, according to some, is by far the best and...
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Advanced RailsO'Reilly, 2008
Ready to go to the next level with Rails? From examining the parts of Ruby that make this framework possible to deploying large Rails applications, Advanced Rails offers you an in-depth look at techniques for dealing with databases, security, performance, web services and much more. Chapters in this book help you understand not only the tricks and...
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Enterprise RailsO'Reilly, 2008
Enterprise Rails is indispensable for anyone planning to build enterprise web services. It's one thing to get your service off the ground with a framework like Rails, but quite another to construct a system that will hold up at enterprise scale. The secret is to make good architectural choices from the beginning. Chak shows you how to make those...
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IronRuby UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010
Ruby has built an enormous following of developers attracted by its intuitiveness, flexibility, and simplicity. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s .NET has grown and matured into a platform of unparalleled power. IronRuby brings them together, enabling developers to write elegant, efficient Ruby code that seamlessly...
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RubyMotion: iOS Development with Ruby (The Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	Make beautiful apps with beautiful code: use the elegant and concise Ruby programming language with RubyMotion to write truly native iOS apps with less code while having more fun. You'll learn the essentials of creating great apps, and by the end of this book, you'll have built a fully functional API-driven app. Whether you're a...
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Accelerated GWT: Building Enterprise Google Web Toolkit ApplicationsApress, 2008
Ajax is a web development technique that takes advantage of JavaScript to display and interact dynamically with information embedded into a web page. Its emergence has made it possible to create web applications that closely resemble their desktop–based brethren. With this exciting new ability came several challenges; not only did developers...
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Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and RailsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Enterprise Recipes with Ruby and Rails helps you to overcome typical obstacles hidden in every enterprise's infrastructure. It doesn't matter if your Rails application needs to access your company's message-oriented middleware or if it has to scan through tons of huge XML documents to get a missing piece of data. Ruby and Rails enable you...
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Programming Ruby 1.9: The Pragmatic Programmers' Guide (Facets of Ruby)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2009
Ruby is a fully object-oriented language, much like the classic object-oriented language, Smalltalk. Like Smalltalk, it is dynamically typed (as opposed to Java or C++), but unlike Smalltalk, Ruby features the same conveniences found in modern scripting languages, making Ruby a favorite tool of intelligent, forward-thinking programmers and the...
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Learning MongoidPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know MongoDB and Ruby, then Mongoid is a very handy tool to have at your disposal. Quickly learn to build Rails applications with the helpful code samples and instructions in this book.


	Overview

	
		A step-by-step guide that explains how to use Mongoid through lots of examples and code
	...
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Ajax SecurityAddison Wesley, 2007
The Hands-On, Practical Guide to Preventing Ajax-Related Security Vulnerabilities 
 

More and more Web sites are being rewritten as Ajax applications; even traditional desktop software is rapidly moving to the Web via Ajax. But, all too often, this...
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Ruby on Rails Power!: The Comprehensive GuideCourse Technology PTR, 2007
Ruby on Rails is a feature-rich, easy to learn, and powerful web application framework that makes creating sophisticated, full featured web applications a snap. With the intuitive, straightforward nature of Ruby and the development platform provided by Rails, anyone can put together full-fledged web applications quickly, even if they're new to web...
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Mobile JavaScript Application Development: Bringing Web Programming to Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The most important current trend in the software development world is, without a hint of a doubt, the mobile frontier, and in particular, the rise of the smartphone and the touch tablet.

	
		When I started my career as a developer, back in 1996, I was writing web...
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